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How did I GET that data?: 
reproducing steps



Introduction

Irreproducibility

Digging into EEBO

Storing the Work

Citation



Collaborate with your future self



Principles of Irreproducibility

• Think “Big” Picture
• Be abstract
• Short and sweet
• The deficit model
• Don’t share

Above all:

Make sure that you cannot reproduce your own work

(Hong, N.P.C., et al, 2015)



Digging into EEBO metadata (Part 1)

• Started in Excel
– Downloaded the CSV from TCP’s Github repository



Digging into EEBO metadata (Part 1)

• Started in Excel



Digging into EEBO metadata (Part 2)

• Used Python to automate
• What data did I use?
• Retrieving data from URLs

https://api.twitter.com/1.1/search/tweets.json
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/textcreationpartnership/A29026/master/A29026.xml

• Parsing the XML to find the publishing place
Find publicationStmt/pubPlace

• Clean up some punctuation
• CSV writing



Store it

Carpet Bag 
By Sobebunny - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7274913



Version Control



Version Control



Version Data

Your own institution’s data repository



TELLME!

• Erm, it’s Humanities isn’t it?
– Digital is one part…
– Are your reasons, inferences and assumptions visible?

• Write a narrative
– README 
– Blog post, poster, paper. 

• Literate programming
– Jupyter for Python
– Knitr for R



License

• Code and data should have a license file
– LICENSE or LICENSE.txt

• DON’T try and write your own
• Use a service
• Does your institution or group recommend one?



Enable Citation

Allow others to cite your software!

Add a citation file to your code to show how you want to be cited.

Provide a Digital Object Identifier for your code and data. 
Figshare and Zenodo offer ways of doing this. 

If a paper uses your software, or part if it, without credit, contact the editor
Usher, 2017



Cite your software sources

Cite software or data in your research or paper

• Describe software that provides a critical part of, or unique contribution to, your 
research

• There are many ways of describing software: footnotes, acknowledgements, 
references, and method sections

• Be aware that the software licence may require you attribute the software
• Cite software papers as an aid not a replacement to software or data
• Recommended citations may need extra detail
• If the software has a DOI, use it. 
(Jackson, 2016)



Two final questions

• Can someone in your group reproduce one of your results 
using available information on the web or in papers?

• Can you do this for their results?



Thank you for listening 

Are there any questions?

@iainemsley

iain.emsley@oerc.ox.ac.uk
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Useful Websites

• Software Carpentry, https://software-carpentry.org/
• Data Carpentry, http://www.datacarpentry.org/
• Software Sustainability Institute, https://www.software.ac.uk/


